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The Lakota Way Native American wall calendar features original art from Lakota and Iroquois
artist Jim Yellowhawk and text by author Joseph M. Marshall III. The Lakotan lunar calendar is
featured with the standard calendar and includes the Lakota names for the months, such as
When Geese Return and When Leaves Fall. Marshall's text presents a traditional Lakota virtue
for each month, guiding the reader along the Lakota path of inspiration, ethics, and
wisdom.Marshall is a teacher, historian, Lakota craftsman, and writer. He has authored several
screenplays in addition to fifteen books, including the highly acclaimed Walking with
Grandfather, The Lakota Way, and The Journey of Crazy Horse. Marshall is a member of the
Rosebud Sioux Tribe and was involved with the television miniseries Into the West as narrator,
actor, and consultant.Artist Jim Yellowhawk, who views everything as a possible canvas, uses
diverse media to create authentic and striking images that are evocative of Lakota star
knowledge and the unique Lakota way of life.Amber Lotus calendars have been illuminating
spirit in the world for 25 years.

Book DescriptionInspired by Coty’s book Too Blessed to Be Stressed, this stylish 15-month
planner is ideal for personal, home, business, or school use. With a refreshing blend of inspiring
monthly readings, weekly thoughts and quotations overflowing with encouragement and humor,
monthly and weekly calendars, a year-at-a-glance section, pages for frequent contacts, and
more, this planner offers an important reminder for women organizing the details of every day:
God’s grace is enough for the ups, downs, and all the in-betweens of life.About the
AuthorDebora M. Coty is a popular humorist, speaker, and award-winning author of numerous
inspirational books, including the bestselling Too Blessed to be Stressed line. Deb considers
herself a tennis junkie and choco-athlete (meaning she exercises just so she can eat more
chocolate). A retired piano teacher and orthopedic occupational therapist, Debora currently
lives, loves, and laughs in central Florida with her husband, Chuck, and three grandbuddies and
one grandprincess. Deb would love to connect with you on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram,
and her Too Blessed to be Stressed blog at her website, www.DeboraCoty.com. While you're
there, sign up for her free e-newsletter!
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RowingMyBoat, “I'll buy one every year.. I first encountered "The Lakota Way" several years ago
through the audiobook read by the author, re-played several times as my husband and I
wandered among the natural wonders of the southwestern states. This was a very moving
spiritual experience for both of us. The calendar is a welcome daily reminder of that time and
provides a perfect means - for me - to keep track of future commitments and the need to "keep
going" - as the author's grandfather advised.”

StephenX, “Washtewalaka. Nice artwork, a beautiful calendar. Probably frame some of the
pages when the calendar becomes obsolete next year. I gave it to my college math teacher
wife. She put it on her door. A lot of her students have asked her where she got it. They are
impressed, too”

Babsie, “Lakota Way. I love it. The pictures are wonderful. Each month is shown a virtue and in
this cruel world man should stop a moment and think different and better. I also enjoyed for the
respective month of the Sioux (Lakota).Very highly recommend.”

darlene koontz, “wonderful ways of the lakota way... bough for my husband who has been in
inmate for 25 years and belives in the way of the lokota indians, has been a great help for him to
keep his every day in order..thank you..”

Tabatha L. Trotter, “Great Calendar. I love that every month has a different story or a different
lesson or myth that is now explained. The colors are vibrant and best of all its made from
recycled paper.”

R Todd C, “Nice calendar. Gave this to my mother for Christmas, she had the same one last year
and really enjoyed it. I think the days of the week are in Lakota too!”

Twilight, “love it. i love these calendars i get one each year, they are beautifully illustrated on
each month, and have a little story to each month, anyone who loves the Lakota will not be
dissapointed with this Calendar.”

Pauly C, “Beautiful calendar!. Beautiful calendar with amazing artwork and poetry for each
month. We love looking at it!”

G + C Schmidt, “Für alle an der Lakota- bzw. indianischen Kultur Interessierten sehr
empfehlenswert!. Wie auch die letzten Jahre:wunderschöne Piktographien von Jim Yellowhawk
bei märchenhaften mythischen Erzählungen! Schön auch die Monatsangaben in der Sprache
der Lakota. Pilamayaye!”



E. Agner, “Spirit of Lakota!. Jim Yellowhawk malt grandiose Bilder. Er verbindet die Moderne mit
der Tradition der Lakota. Seine Bilder sich monatlich ansehen zu können ist eine Freude.”

The book by Workman Publishing has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 24 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Calendar: 28 pages
Item Weight: 9.6 ounces
Dimensions: 11.75 x 0.1 x 11.75 inches
Paperback: 12 pages
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